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Project Startup: Eat Bugs
by Heather Alexander
Hallie and Jaye are both sixth graders at

Brookdale Middle School, but they couldn't

be more different. So when the two girls are

paired up as partners for a pitch

competition, it's not exactly a perfect

match.

Funny Girl : Funniest. Stories. Ever.
by Betsy Bird
Presents a collection of humorous stories

from over two dozen contemporary female

writers, as well as autobiographical essays,

comics, poems, and comic strips. Includes "In

Which Young Raina Learns a Lesson" by

popular author Raina Telgemaier.

Confessions of a Class Clown
by Arianne Costner
Joining the new afterschool club, Speed

Friendshipping, to find a collaborator for his

wacky MyTube channel, Jack Reynolds

wonders if his quest for internet fame will

cost him a real friend.

The Smartest Kid in the Universe
by Chris Grabenstein
When seventh-grader Jake McQuade

mistakes the world's first ingestible

knowledge pills for jelly beans, his sort-of

girlfriend Grace thinks they can use his new

found brilliance to save their middle school.

Operation Do-Over
by Gordon Korman
Mason and Ty were once the very best of

friends, like two nerdy sides of the same

coin. Then a girl came along, and nothing has

been the same since they fought over her.

Mason would give anything for a do-over...but that can't happen

in real life, can it?

Pie in the Sky
by Remy Lai
Feeling as out of place as if he landed on

Mars when his family moves to an English-

speaking country, 11-year-old Jingwen

dreams about the cakes he would have

baked with his late father, a hope that is

challenged by his mother's strict kitchen

safety rules.

The Jolly Regina
by Kara LaReau
Jaundice and Kale Bland, two sisters who

avoid excitement at any cost, are kidnapped

by Deadeye Delilah and her all-female band

of pirates and taken on an adventure that

could lead to their long-missing parents.

Shaking Up the House
by Yamile Saied Méndez
A friendly, and customary, practical joke war

at the White House spirals out of control

when four friends try to out-prank each

other.
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Laugh Your Head Off!
Fiction for Grades 4-5

Planet Omar: Incredible Rescue
Mission
by Zanib Mian
When Omar learns that his amazing teacher

is not coming back to school, he and his

friends start investigating why. The clues

they find suggest the involvement of aliens,

and Omar must summon his spirit of

adventure to solve this mystery!

It's a Zoo in Here!
by James Patterson
Destined for the Failed Jobs Hall of Fame

after striking out at two summer jobs, Rafe

Khatchadorian gets a chance to make things

right when an endangered lion at his former

zoo job needs his help.

How to Train Your Dad
by Gary Paulsen
Tired of his dad’s single-minded pursuit of

an off-the-grid existence, 12-year-old Carl

adopts the principles set forth in a randomly

discovered puppy-training pamphlet to

“retrain” his dad’s mindset—with unintended

consequences.

Max & the Midnights : The Tower
of Time
by Lincoln Peirce
With her twin public enemy number one,

knight-in-training Max and her band of loyal

friends must avoid dangers like trolls and

pirates to unlock the mystery of her past

and find her before it’s too late.

Cat Kid Comic Club 3 : On Purpose
by Dav Pilkey
Trying to stay true to their vision as the

comic club goes in all different directions,

Naomi, Melvin and siblings search for their

purpose until a desire for money and power

clouds Naomi’s judgment, which could mean

the end for the club.

Wayside School Beneath the Cloud
of Doom
by Louis Sachar
A fourth entry in the best-selling series finds

the students of Mrs. Jewls’s 30th-floor class

busily collecting toenail clippings while

preparing for an Ultimate Test in the face of

the Cloud of Doom.

Unicorn Playlist : Another Phoebe
and Her Unicorn Adventure
by Dana Simpson
Best friends Phoebe Howell and Marigold

Heavenly Nostrils march to their own beat,

but life isn't all rainbows and unicorns. With

so many problems in the world and drama at

school, Phoebe wonders why unicorns aren't

in charge instead of humans.

Mr. Wolf's Class : Snow Day
by Aron Nels Steinke
In the latest installment of this hilarious

graphic novel series, it's snowing, and there's

excitement in the air because the school day

might end early. Students and teachers alike

are looking forward to seeing what happens!

The Supervillain's Guide to Being a
Fat Kid
by Matt Wallace
Tired of constantly being bullied by eighth-

grade hotshot Johnny Pro, Max gets some

advice from imprisoned supervillain Master

Plan to get even, but soon learns that his

help comes at a high price.

Stick Dog Comes to Town
by Tom Watson
When he discovers that Santa delivers

presents, Stick Dog and his friends go to

great lengths to make sure Santa doesn’t

miss Stick Dog’s pipe this holiday

season. The latest book in this popular

series.
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